MOTH MUMBLINGS – JANUARY 2022
MOTIVATIONAL ISSUE !!!
I had a three-day marathon of data checking and entry last Saturday to Monday (today). As a result,
moth lists for 2021 received by the end of this evening have now been processed and entered.
Processing can be easy or time consuming – depending on how careful you have all been in preparing
your lists. Checking the species is fairly easy. It involves first looking up some of the weird English
names that some of you use! Most are standard, but a few are a mystery to me. Next, the names are run
through a convertor which changes most common names to the scientific names. The database calls for
the most recent scientific names. Now it is time to delete species aggregates and anything else labelled
by you as not 100% certain. Finally, I can look at the list for anything that might be dodgy and ask you
about it. If you have not had an e-mail from me asking questions, then assume you have passed this
particular test!
Once this is all done and dusted, I get to check the other columns – the computer is very fussy about
what it will recognise. “Caterpillar on a cabbage plant” is not a valid “method” (in this example, use
the cover all term “Sighting” as the recording method, record the “Stage” as “Larval” and finally
relegate the cabbage to the “Comments” column).
The computer likes “Male” or “Female” (or nothing at all) for the sex. Essays along the lines of “several
males assembled around one female on a tree trunk” is not a “sex”.
Anyway – enough of my moaning. I will always accept records in whatever format you can send them,
though the more you try to follow the rules the less work I have to do.
SUMMARY OF 2021 RECORDS SO FAR
Taking account of all lists received by me to this evening, Monday 17th January 2022, The Herts &
Middlesex Moth Database has now expanded from 1,494,330 records* at the end of December 2020 to
a very pleasing 1,571,463, or in English – just over one and a half million. This means that you lovely
people have now sent me 77,133 records for 2021. That is an average of 1753 records per person –
not that this matters at all, since even when someone just sends me a single record it is of equal
importance in its overall contribution to knowledge of our moths.
[*A “record” is a note of a species, on a date, at a site, by a person. It may relate to one or many
individual moths].
The maps are now looking much improved for many species. The flight-period charts for adults are
significantly bolstered and we are beginning to be able to detect shifts that may or may not be a
consequence of climate change. Lists that include the numbers of each species on each specific night
(which to be fair is most of you), get extra brownie points!
The names of the good people who have already submitted records for 2021 are listed below. If I have
missed you –please tell me; not only is that rude of me, but it might indicate that I have not received/have
lost your lists.
•
•
•

There are 44 names on the list below (excluding my own).
There are around 250 people on the mailing list for this newsletter.
You can do the maths!

Of course, some of you are “out of county”, some are elderly/infirm and not able to get out and about,
and so on; these probably account for around 50 of you. No problem! As long as you enjoy moths that
is all I am worried about. Nevertheless, that still leaves at good hundred people who are no doubt still
compiling their 2021 moth lists ready to send to me. I look forward to these when you can make time –
even if it is only a single record. We are all busy, but can you please try to get everything to me by the
end of February at the latest. That gives me enough time to go through the database species by species,
looking for out-of-place map dots, unexpected spikes in the flight time graphs for adults and so on and
then tracing & correcting these. In most cases I will have to chase them up with the original recorders
– sometimes they are right (I am mindful, for example, that I caught an unexpected Hebrew Character
in August 2021).
Once this is all done, but not before, I will be able to let Andrew Wood have a copy of the new database
so he can update the maps on our web site at www.hertsmothgroup.org.uk. This forms a valuable
resource for both individuals and organisations (conservation bodies and developers alike) for assessing
the importance of species lists from particular sites.
REVISED ROLL OF HONOUR
The following have already submitted their 2021 lists:
Helen Bantock
Philip Barron
William Bishop
Tim Blackburn
Dan Blumgart
Nick Bowles
Tony Bristow
Peter Bygate
Robert Callf
Margaret Carrier
Keith Cherry
Peter Clarke
Aaron Clements-Partridge
Bob Clift
Mark David
Julia Day
Ian Flack
George Fowler
Ian Gamble
Elizabeth Goodyear
Peter Gray
Bill Haines
Michael Hammerson
Roy Hargreaves
David Hatton
Dug Heath
Chris Hilling
David Hunt
David Inward
John Maxen
Richard Melarange
Richard (Dick) Middleton
Roger Millard
Roger Morton
Barbara Mulligan
John Murray
Jonathan Newman
Bob Parker

Gerry Rawcliffe
Mark Saunders
Peter Shaw
Mark Sterling
Kevin Widgery
Andrew Wood

SNIPPETS
The total number of moth species in the two Vice-counties now stands at 1792. Of these, 1190 are
recorded (so far) in 2021. The total number of records in the database is 1,571,463.
New to county species in 2021
This is just a rapid summary. Nevertheless, if you think I have missed off your prize discovery please
tell me. I may have simply missed it.
A: New species in Hertfordshire (VC 20) in 2021
Antispila treitschkiella(Heliozelidae)
Two localities. Already noted for Middlesex.
Blastobasis rebeli (Blastobasidae)
St Albans, 10/8/2021 (Mark Sterling). New to Herts –absent from Middlesex;
Depressaria pimpinellae (Depressariidae)
Scales Park, 9th May 2021 (John Chainey). Not known in Middlesex.
Elachista adscitella (Elachistidae)
Royston, 26th July 2021 (John Chainey). Not known in Middlesex.
Elachista subocellea (Elachistidae)
Scales Park, 21st July 2021 (John Chainey). Not known in Middlesex.
Evergestis limbata (Crambidae)
Two records: Marshalls Heath, 8th July 2021 (John Murray) & Wheathampstead, 9th July 2021 (Mark Sterling).
Lyonetia prunifoliella (Lyonetiidae)
Six localities. Already noted for Middlesex.
Mecyna flavalis (Crambidae): St Albans, 20/7/2021 (Mark Sterling). New to Herts –absent from Middlesex;
Scrobipalpa ocellatella (Gelechiidae)
5 sites in the Royston area. Already noted for Middlesex.
New species in Middlesex (VC 21) in 2021
Caloptilia honoratella (Gracillariidae)
Walpole Park, 1st September 2021 (Barbara Mulligan). Already known from Hertfordshire.
Cydia coniferana (Tortricidae)
Sunbury, 17th July 2021 (John Maxen). Already known from Hertfordshire

Some random number stuff
This is of no real scientific relevance, but might act as a vague progress report. All these numbers will
change as further lists come in. I make no guarantee that the numbers here are totally accurate a I have
yet to review all the new data, but it presents a reasonable guide.
HERTFORDSHIRE (VC 20):
Year No. species Individual moths Number of moths
divided by number of species
2019 1136
172,440
152
2020 1164
167,859
144
2021 1161 so far 175,120
151

MIDDLESEX (VC 21):
Year No. species Individual moths Number of moths
divided by number of species
2019 888
69,170
79
2020 908
69,225
76
2021 707 so far
27,350
39
Enjoy to frost – summer is on its way.
Colin
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